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Professor Herbert Hovenkamp is the most important antitrust academic in the United States in terms of the application of antitrust academic thinking to antitrust law.1 His work has been cited by more than 800 federal courts, including more than two dozen Supreme Court decisions.2 In his recent article, Antitrust and Information Technology,3 Professor Hovenkamp addresses some of the most important issues involving antitrust.4 In particular, he addresses the issues of market power, consumer choice in the context of Google, the Apple e-books case, net neutrality and antitrust issues involving FRAND commitments and patent pooling.5 In doing so, Professor Hovenkamp offers an intellectual tour du force of most of the important issues in this interface of antitrust, intellectual property and high tech. Further, Professor Hovenkamp offers a policy roadmap for courts and antitrust authorities. This response provides an overview of the article and offers some suggestions of further implications of Professor Hovenkamp’s work.

Professor Hovenkamp first identifies the limitations of traditional market power assumptions for high tech markets. As market definition and the identification of market power are the basis for potential intervention for antitrust in mergers and conduct cases, understanding why traditional market power analysis in digital technology may be lacking is very important to antitrust law and policy. For example, many internet markets are two sided (or multi sided) markets. Such markets are categorized by the platform bringing together different types of economic actors together to interact (e.g., EBay, Amazon, Zillow, Open Table and Facebook).6 As one side of the market may impact the other side(s) of the market, the interdependencies across each side of the market have
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implications for traditional antitrust measures for market definition. Given some of these dynamics, Professor Hovenkamp correctly concludes that “many traditional measures of market power produce unacceptable false positives.”7 Indeed, he later adds that an “assessment of market power is extremely difficult in markets characterized by very low variable costs, IP rights, networking, multi-sidedness, or some combination of these things.”8 There are implications for such an analysis for cases such as the Google online search investigation.9 Professor Hovenkamp suggests that the decision of the FTC to drop its Google investigation was well founded as a matter of law and economics.10 I would suggest that the skepticism regarding the Google investigation stems from the complications involved in defining the relevant market, as platforms like Google compete for consumer attention (due to multi-homing) across general search, vertical search, and apps.11

In the area of high fixed costs and long term monopoly power, Professor Hovenkamp’s analysis suggests that the Supreme Court correctly decided Federal Trade Commission v. Actavis.12 Professor Hovenkamp argues that courts can infer market power beyond traditional market definition to look at onerous terms in contracts such as large payments from one firm to another to keep others out of certain pharmaceutical markets.13 Where I believe that this type of analysis becomes more complicated is where the payments are not cash payments but payments based on non-financial terms. In this setting, it may be more difficulty to infer market power.14

Professor Hovenkamp also explores the issue of online vertical restraints.15 Online vertical restraints possess challenges that are in some
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ways distinct from traditional vertical relations.\textsuperscript{16} Over the past 40 years, U.S. case law has transformed vertical restraints from one of \textit{per se} illegality to one characterized in many cases by rule of reason.\textsuperscript{17} Perhaps the most important online vertical case in the U.S. to date has been the Apple e-books case.\textsuperscript{18} Professor Hovenkamp concludes that, as a matter of law and policy, \textit{Apple} was correctly decided.\textsuperscript{19} In doing so, he has adopted the hub and spoke analysis of the court and differentiates this factual situation from the situation contemplated in \textit{Leegin Creative Leather Products Inc. v. PSKS, Inc.}\textsuperscript{20} What Professor Hovenkamp does not address (nor did the district court or Second Circuit address in a meaningful way) is the efficiency rationales for the agency model that Apple implemented for the book publishers. Further, it would be interesting to know if Professor Hovenkamp would have brought this as a criminal case as there was evidence introduced of naked price fixing of the music publishers with each other.\textsuperscript{21} It may be that there was concern that the commissions did not look like traditional criminal price fixing because of an agency model that gave what were effectively commissions to the publishers. However, in a price fixing case involving commissions between Christies and Sotheby’s, Sotheby’s CEO Alfred Taubman went to jail for price fixing.\textsuperscript{22}

In the next part of the article, Professor Hovenkamp addresses net neutrality.\textsuperscript{23} The entire net neutrality regime is currently under reconsideration by the Trump administration.\textsuperscript{24} Of note, Professor Hovenkamp explains that, for the most part, net neutrality and antitrust are distinct.\textsuperscript{25} He also explains, however, that antitrust can play a role
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where there is exclusion by an integrated monopolist against content providers.\(^26\) I would have liked to see a longer discussion of the proposed merger between Comcast and Time Warner Cable and in particular a discussion of the theories of harm that seemed to motivate the successful government case.\(^27\)

In the final section of the article, Professor Hovenkamp deals with the complexity surrounding FRAND licensing.\(^28\) Professor Hovenkamp is correct to first note that the debate begins with whether or not these antitrust or IP problems. He identifies that the “fundamental questions about the meaning and scope of FRAND status is a question of patent law, not of antitrust.”\(^29\) The cases to date have been, in the United States, IP cases rather than antitrust cases.\(^30\) This may change due to the Apple v. Qualcomm\(^31\) case and an FTC case against Qualcomm that were filed since Professor Hovenkamp’s article was published, which will provide interesting insight into how courts address this important issue that is fundamental to the business models of both companies.

The major contribution of Professor Hovenkamp’s article is to provide, in broad application to the entire antitrust, IP and high tech interface, an analysis of how complex these issues are and what sort of cases make for good case law. An implication for such cases is to proceed cautiously and to ensure that legal theories of harm are based on economic analysis of such harm in order to ensure that consumers benefit from antitrust law enforcement.
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